
LDM
Wyng Wall 6 Dot

Oberfläche

bronze

silver

white

Dimmbarkeit

dimmable with a trailing edge dimmer and with a leading edge
dimmer

with Casambi module

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer LDM

Designer Lasch + Prillwitz

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 230 - 240 Volt

material acrylic glass, aluminum

Wattage 32 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index 90

Luminous flux in lm 3,232

Color temperature in Kelvin 2,700 extra warm white

bulb exchange at the manufacturer / at the factory

Dimensions B 60 cm | L 60 cm

Description

The LDM Wyng Wall 6 Dot can be used as a wall or ceiling lamp. It has a
hexagonal shape and is 60 cm wide and long. Its lamp shade consists of
transparent acrylic glass and is printed with a precise dot pattern on the
inside. The integrated LED emits 80 % of its light directly to the front and 20 %
indirectly through the dot screen printed motif to the wall or ceiling.

The Wyng Wall 6 is offered with a wall bracket in white, silver metallic and
bronze surfaces. The wall and ceiling lamp is available in two versions:
dimmable on site with a trailing edge and / or leading edge phase dimmer or
with an integrated Casambi module. With a Casambi module, it is possible to
operate the lamp by smartphone or tablet using the Casambi app via
Bluetooth. Casambi technology also offers the possibility of regulating several
suitable lamps in groups. On request, the lamp is also available DALI
dimmable. In addition to this Wyng, a wall and ceiling lamp with a square
pattern on the acrylic glass is also offered from the lamp family.
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